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MBA in Banking and Risk Management

Standard Period of Studies: 18 months
ECTS Credits: 90
This MBA programme is very unique and cannot be easily found elsewhere. Banks and other financial
institutions have specifically asked to develop such Master’s programme of studies, which they need
for having specifically qualified staff. The EurAka University has followed this request and adopted a
highly flexible structure for that financial institutions can design the course structure according to their
specific needs. There is no compromise regarding the outstanding value of this degree or its academic
standing. Focus and delivery are demanding and valid, in the same way and form of delivery as any
other MBA programme, only such delivery has structured, but flexible interfaces.
The entire MBA in Banking & Risk Management is consequentially practice-oriented: Knowledge is
delivered, which can be taken out of the classroom and find direct application in daily routine and
practice of financial institutions.

Modules of the MBA in Banking and Finance*:
General Management Modules

Subject-Specific Modules



Risk Management



Bank Management



Finance





Accounting

Capital Structuring, Value
Management, and M&A



International Business



Finance in International Markets



Project Management



Investment Banking



Strategic Management



Financial Risk Management



High Performance Organisations



Futures, Options & Other Derivatives



Human Resource Management



International Financial Resources &
Capital Markets



Marketing Management





Business Statistics

Investment Analysis and Portfolio
Management



Business Ethics
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Compulsory for the Master’s Degree


Business Research Methods



Master’s Thesis or Project Paper



Alternatively, instead of a final paper
four further modules (for the MBA
Degree 12 modules in total)

* Please note that this programme will consist of eight
modules and the final paper (alternatively four further
modules) out of those stated above. Depending on different
emphasis, which may vary from location to location of
delivery, the modules making the MBA in Banking and
Finance can vary. Please check with your local place of
delivery.

